S3	meistee's aitbenticeship.
" man is ever the most interesting object to man, and perhaps
should be the only one that interests. Whatever else surrounds
us is but the element in which we live, or else the instrument
which we employ. The more we devote ourselves to such things,
the more we attend to and feel concern in them, the weaker will
our sense of our own dignity become, the weaker our feelings for
society. Men who put a great value on gardens, buildings, clothes,
ornaments, or any other sort of property, grow less social and
pleasant; they lose sight of their brethren, whom very few can
succeed in collecting about them and entertaining. Have you not
observed it on the stage ? A good actor makes us very soon for-
get the awkwardness and meanness of paltry decorations; but a
splendid theatre is the very tiling which first makes us truly feel
the want of proper actors."
After dinner Philina sat down among the long over-shaded
grass, and commanded both her friends to fetch her flowers in
great quantities. She wreathed a complete garland, and put it
round her head: it made her look extremely charming. The
flowers were still sufficient for another; this too she plaited, while
both the young men sat beside her. When at last, amid infinite
mirth and sportfulness, it was completed, she pressed it on Wil-
helm's head with the greatest dignity, and shifted the posture of
it more than once till it seemed to her properly adjusted. " And
I, it appears, must go empty," said Laertes.
" Not by any means ; you shall not have reason to complain,"
replied Philina, taking off the garland from her own head, and
putting it on his.
"Ifwe were rivals," said Laertes, "we might now dispute
very warmly which of us stood higher in thy favour."
" And the more fools you," said she, while she bent herself
towards him, and offered him her lips to kiss; and then imme-
diately turned round, threw her arm about Wilhelm, and bestowed
a kind salute on him also. " Which of them tastes best ?" said
she archly.
" Surprisingly!" exclaimed Laertes : " it seems as if nothing
else had ever such a tang of wormwood in it."
" As little wormwood," she replied, " as any gift that a man
may enjoy without envy and without conceit. But now," cried
she, " I should like to have an hour's dancing, and after that we
look to our vaulters."
Accordingly they went into the house, and there found music

